Refresh And Renew
(NAPSA)—When it’s time to
relax, an increasing number of
American women are enjoying
“girls’ night out,” or “in” with their
women friends.
Maybe it’s to the hottest nightclub, or the newest restaurant or
maybe it’s just to meet for cocktails and a movie. Whatever the
destination, call up some old
friends or maybe invite some new
ones to a night just for the ladies.
For evenings in, consider a
night of pampering. Plan on pedicures, manicures and facials,
relaxing and catching up with the
gang. Have on hand an assortment
of “chick flicks” and plenty of
snacks and drinks, such as Marinated Shrimp with Dijon Sauce
and Dubonnet Cosmopolitans.
MARINATED SHRIMP WITH
DIJON SAUCE
Serves 6-8
Marinade:
1 cup Dubonnet Rouge
1
/2 cup vegetable oil
1
/3 cup Teriyaki Sauce
1 tsp. garlic salt
1 tbsp. tarragon, crushed
Sauce:
1
/2 cup dijon mustard
1
/4 cup honey
To make marinade, combine
all ingredients in a glass container and whisk vigorously
until cloudy and slightly
thickened. Refrigerate until
needed. Reserve half of the
marinade to prepare the Dijon
dipping sauce.
Peel and devein shrimp,
place in a ceramic bowl, cover
with other half of the marinade
and refrigerate for at least two
hours, stirring occasionally.
After marinating, sauté
shrimp in uncovered skillet

Search For Heroes
(NAPSA)—A new program seeks
to honor everyday heroes—and
these heroes will come in all ages.
For instance, Sarah Yourman is
a 13-year-old with cystic fibrosis,
diabetes and Crohn’s Disease. Yourman competitively participates in a
number of extreme sports and
maintains a Web site meant to
teach others that life does not stop
with a life-threatening illness. Her
advice: “Pay it forward. Become an
inspiration to others. Your efforts
make a difference.”

Increasingly popular is the “girls’
only” get together.
on medium heat in a tablespoon of butter, turning them
once. Arrange shrimp in service dishes and serve with
Dijon dipping sauce.
To make sauce, put Dijon
mustard in a deep ceramic
or glass bowl and slowly
a d d small quantities of the
strained marinade and honey
while whisking vigorously.
Serve with marinated shrimp.
DUBONNET COSMOPOLITAN
1
/4
3
/4
2
3

oz. vodka
oz. Dubonnet Rouge
oz. triple sec
oz. cranberry juice
Splash of lime juice

Shake with cracked ice,
strain into a cocktail glass,
garnish with a lime twist.

Sarah Yourman, Volvo for Life
Awards hero.
This year, Yourman has been
nominated for the Volvo for Life
Awards—a national search for
and celebration of everyday
heroes. Organizers seek nominations for individuals who make
outstanding contributions in their
communities. Judges will select
nine finalists. Three winners will
each receive $50,000 to be
donated to the charities of their
choice. Six will each receive a
$10,000 charitable donation. One
top winner will receive a new
Volvo for the rest of his or her life.
To n o m i n a t e s o m e o n e , v i s i t
www.volvoforlifeawards.com by
Jan. 16, 2004.

Alphabet Soup: What Do All Those Initials Mean?
(NAPSA)—You’ve probably
noticed that most doctors’ names
are usually followed by a series of
letters representing degrees and
certifications. While some of these
initials may be familiar to you,
others may as well be letters on
an eye chart.
For example, the most common
set of initials, M.D., stands for
“doctor of medicine,” but is actually derived from the Latin phrase
Medicinae Doctor. Another common abbreviation is D.O., which
indicates a doctor of osteopathy.
But some doctors of internal
medicine (also known as internists)
have an additional four letters
after their name: FACP. That
abbreviation means that they are
Fellows of the American College of
Physicians (ACP), the largest medical specialty society in the world.
ACP Fellows are a special
group of doctors dedicated to continuing education in medical
practice, teaching and research.
Fellowship is an honorary designation that recognizes ongoing
individual service and contributions to the practice of medicine.
It’s a mark of distinction that
says a doctor has made special
efforts to become better at his or
her profession. It shows a commitment to the internal medical
profession and patient care.
Doctors of internal medicine
have wide-ranging knowledge of
complex diseases that affect
adults. With in-depth training in
adult medicine, an internist is an
excellent choice to help a patient
navigate the increasingly complex

The initials “FACP” indicate that a
doctor has made a commitment to
internal medicine and patient care.
world of medical care.
Often, internists care for their
patients for life—from the teen
years through old age. At least
three of an internist’s seven or
more years of medical school and
postgraduate training are dedicated to learning how to prevent,
diagnose, and treat diseases that
affect adults.
An internist can treat you for
something as routine as the flu or
fatigue, or provide in-depth care for
diseases such as diabetes, cancer or
heart disease. Internists can choose
to focus their practice on general
internal medicine, or may take
additional training to “subspecialize” in one of 13 areas of internal
medicine such as cardiology, pulmonology or gastroenterology.
To learn more about doctors of
internal medicine and ACP Fellows, and how you may benefit
from their services, you can visit
www.doctorsforadults.com.

Free Brochure
For a free recipe brochure,
write: Attn: Dubonnet Recipes,
Heaven Hill Distilleries, P.O. Box
1130, Bardstown, KY, 40004.
***
Friends are thieves of time.
—Latin proverb
***

Instant Memories: Digital Photos Made Easy

Support And Treatment Options Offer
Help For Lung Cancer Patients
(NAPSA)—Imagine being a
mother to three beautiful children,
married to a caring husband, in
good health. Now imagine being
told you have lung cancer.
That was Jan Lesser. “When I
was diagnosed with lung cancer I
was devastated,” she said. “Here I
am, a non-smoker, in the prime of
my life and I have lung cancer.”
Lesser is not alone. In fact,
nearly 13 percent of lung cancer
patients have never smoked.
According to the American Cancer
Society, this year alone 157,200
Americans will die from lung cancer—more than breast, prostate
and colorectal cancers combined.
The overall five-year survival rate
for all stages of lung cancer is only
15 percent.
Women in the United States
have the highest lung cancer mortality rate in the world. Lung cancer is the second most common
cancer in African-American men
and women. Within the Hispanic
population, lung cancer is the
third most frequently diagnosed
cancer among women and second
among men.
Generally, lung cancer begins in
one lung and, if left untreated, can
spread to lymph nodes or other tissues in the chest, including the
other lung and then to more distant
parts of the body, including bones,
the liver and the brain.

Treatment options are determined by the type and stage of the
cancer and may include surgery,
chemotherapy or radiation therapy. Also, a new lung cancer pill
was approved earlier this year by
the U.S. Food & Drug Administration for treating advanced nonsmall-cell lung cancer, after chemotherapy has stopped working.
Lesser began taking this new drug
in November 2001 and, recently,
she and her husband celebrated
their 25th wedding anniversary.
Support and education are two
important elements, when it
comes to battling this disease. The
Alliance for Lung Cancer Support
and Education (ALCASE) offers
peer-to-peer support via the Phone
Buddy program. This program
connects people to volunteers who
have gone through similar experiences. Any person affected by the
lung disease can become a buddy.
Training materials are provided to guide phone buddies in
their role as a peer counselor.
Each person can make a difference by supporting those with
lung cancer, raising awareness
about the disease and advocating
for better treatment options and
more research funding.
For more information on lung
cancer or how to become a Phone
Buddy, contact ALCASE at 800298-2436 or visit www.alcase.org.

***
Without love and laughter there
is no joy.
—Horace
***

***
Architecture is inhabited
sculpture.
—Constantin Brancusi
***

***
The world belongs to the
energetic.
—Ralph Waldo Emerson
***
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(NAPSA)—Millions of families
across the country are taking
advantage of digital photography
to make the memory keeping
process easier, with twenty percent of U.S. households owning a
digital camera. Now retailers have
made it possible to develop digital
photos in an instant, allowing people to share photos with family
and friends when they get
together.
Retailers have responded to the
continued increase in digital camera sales and strong customer
demand for photo-quality digital
prints by providing fast and easy
ways to develop digital photos
while they shop. For example,
CVS/pharmacy recently introduced Kodak Digital Stations at
more than 3,000 stores across the
country. Using touch screen technology as easy to use as an ATM,
customers simply insert the media
card from their digital camera
into the digital station kiosk, preview and customize their pictures,
and receive photo-quality digital
pictures in minutes.
“As digital cameras quickly
become the photography product of
choice for families across the country, more and more people will
want to preserve their digital memories just like traditional photos,”
said Judy Strauss Sansone, Vice
President of Merchandising/Photo
for CVS. “Print photographs are
personal and meaningful gifts that
can be framed, sent as cards, and
shared with family and friends.
The Kodak Digital Stations at CVS
stores offer an easy and convenient
way for customers to print high-

With today’s technology, high
quality digital photos can be
printed while you shop.
quality, digital images at an affordable price.”
The stations accept CompactFlash cards, SmartMedia, Memory
Stick, Secure Digital (SD) or
multi-media (MMC) cards formats,
picture CDs or picture discs.
Images print in minutes at the
digital kiosks to the customer’s
specifications.
Customization options include
zoom, cropping, adjusting brightness, reducing red eye and
enhancing images.
This new digital development
solution gives consumers access to
photo quality prints like never
before. There’s no need to make
an extra stop at the photo store or
go searching on your hard drive
for lost digital photos.
Perhaps best of all, digital printing is no more expensive than traditional prints and a lot less expensive and time consuming than
printing at home. To find a nearby
CVS store, go to www.cvs.com.

